2014 Year Order of Omega Greek Awards Ceremony

Chancellor's Cup: PHC
Chancellor's Cup: IFC
Chancellor's Cup: NPHC

Outstanding Website: IFC
Outstanding Website: PHC

Outstanding Philanthropic Event: PHC
Outstanding Philanthropic Event: IFC
Outstanding Philanthropic Event: NPHC

Outstanding Philanthropist: PHC
Outstanding Philanthropist: IFC
Outstanding Philanthropist: NPHC

Outstanding Chapter Event: PHC
Outstanding Chapter Event: IFC
Outstanding Chapter Event: NPHC

Outstanding Sisterhood: PHC
Outstanding Brotherhod: IFC
Outstanding Sisterhood: NPHC

Outstanding New Member: PHC
Outstanding New Member: IFC
Outstanding New Member: NPHC

Outstanding Chapter Advisor: PHC
Outstanding Chapter Advisor: NPHC

Outstanding Sorority House Corporation Member
Outstanding Sorority House Director

Outstanding President: PHC
Outstanding President: IFC
Outstanding President: NPHC

Greek Woman of the Year: PHC
Greek Man of the Year: IFC
Greek Leader of the Year: NPHC

Outstanding Chapter
Outstanding Chapter
Outstanding Chapter
Outstanding Chapter
Outstanding Chapter
Outstanding Chapter
Outstanding Chapter

Chi Omega
Sigma Nu
Phi Beta Sigma
Theta Chi
Kappa Alpha Theta
Miss LSU Pageant (Delta Zeta)
Boys to Men (Omega Psi Phi)
Nicole de la Fuente (Kappa Kappa Gamma)
Tyler Daigrepont (Phi Gamma Delta)
Corey Prevost (Phi Beta Sigma)
Texting and Driving "It Can Wait" Campaign (Delta Zeta)
Alumni Golf Tournament (Kappa Alpha Order)
Stuff the Turkey: Thanksgiving Giveaway (Omega Psi Phi)
Delta Gamma
Phi BetaSigma Fraternity, Inc.
Riley Russel (Alpha Phi)
Michael Quigley (Kappa Alpha Order)
DeVonta Guidry (Sigma Gamma Rho)
Amanda Stout (Phi Beta Phi)
Terrell Carter (Phi Beta Sigma)
Susan Rolfs (Pi Beta Phi)
Kay Brodhead (Chi Omega)
Abby Cramer (Alpha Phi)
Chandler Scheuermann (Phi Kappa Psi)
Laureanna Crump (Sigma Gamma Rho)
Hannah Suffern (Phi Mu)
Clay Tillotson (Kappa Alpha Order)
Dominique McShan (Phi Beta Sigma)
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Iota Alpha
Phi Kappa Psi
Pi Kappa Alpha
Phi Beta Sigma
Sigma Gamma Rho
Alpha Phi Alpha
Omega Psi Phi
Zeta Phi Beta
Outstanding Chapter

Alpha Phi

Chi Omega

Delta Delta Delta

Delta Gamma

Delta Zeta

Kappa Delta

Kappa Kappa Gamma

Pi Beta Phi

Phi Mu

Sigma Alpha

ZetaTau Alpha

Rho Lambda Awards

Rho Lambda Outstanding Freshman

Kellie Gotangco, Zeta Tau Alpha

Rho Lambda Outstanding Sophomore

Taylor Amedee, Zeta Tau Alpha

Rho Lambda Outstanding Junior

Lauren Landry, Chi Omega

Rho Lambda Outstanding Seniors

Kaitlin Salzer, Kappa Alpha Theta

Greek Board of Directors Greek Week Awards

Fundraising/Greek Week Competition Winners:

Overall Top Fundraiser

Matt Adler, Theta Xi

Men’s Gold Division

Sigma Alpha Mu

Men’s Purple Division

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Women’s Gold Division

Sigma Lambda Gamma

Women’s Purple Division

Zeta Tau Alpha

Top Individual Fundraisers (raised at least $800 individually)

Katie Adler, Chi Omega; Maria Milazzo, Chi Omega; Olivia Hocevar, Delta Zeta; Cynthia Howarth, Kappa Delta; Abigail Brewer, Pi Beta Phi; Jessica Breaux, Pi Beta Phi; Kristen Maki, Pi Beta Phi; Amanda Reine, Sigma Alpha.

Greek Week Special Recognition:

Most Attendance by a Chapter: PHC

Kappa Alpha Theta

Most Attendance by a Chapter: IFC

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Most Attendance by a Chapter: NPHC

Alpha Phi Alpha

Golden Hammer Award:

Outstanding Builder of the Week PHC

Catherine Mickal, Kappa Kappa Gamma

Outstanding Builder of the Week NPHC

Chase August, Alpha Phi Alpha

Outstanding Builder of the Week IFC

Dylan Vaughn, Pi Kappa Alpha

Songfest Winners

First Place

Tri Delta, Phi Kappa Psi & Tau Kappa Epsilon

Second Place

Delta Gamma, Alpha Gamma Rho & Theta Chi

Third Place

Kappa Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha & Phi Delta Theta